
FUMC ESL 3-7-2011 Killer Whales

Read this article from BBC English and answer the questions.

Killer whales whistle to talk to each other and click to find their way around. It's the echoes from these clicks that 
help the animals to map their surroundings and to pinpoint the location of their next meal.

But while one type of killer whale eats fish, the other hunts marine mammals, including seals and porpoises. A 
shoal of salmon can't hear the clicking of an approaching killer whale, but the mammals, with their highly sensitive 
underwater hearing, can. 

The researchers used underwater microphones to listen to killer whales hunting seals off the coast of Alaska. They 
found that the animals fell completely silent when they were hunting. But, somehow, they still managed to organize 
themselves into groups - often spreading out up to a mile apart, before coming back together and calling loudly to 
each other while they shared their catch. 

The scientists now hope to attach satellite trackers to individual killer whales, to find out more about this stealthy 
behavior.

Questions
1.How do killer whales talk to each other?
2.How do killer whales map their surroundings?
3.Can salmon hear the whales click? How about mammals?
4.What did the researched use to listen to killer whales hunting?
5.What were the killer whales hunting?
6.Where were the whales hunting?
7.When did the whales fall silent?
8.What do the scientists hope to attach to the whales?
9.Have you ever seen killer whales perform at Sea World or some other entertainment center?
10.Would you be willing to swim in a pool with killer whales?
11.Last year, a killer whale killed one of it’s trainers while performing. Do you think people should continue to try 
to train killer whales to perform?

In this article you read about whistles and clicks. Here are some other sound words.

clang- the sound made when metal objects hit each other. EX: The bell clanged louder as the wind picked up.
clatter- a rattling sound made when two things bang together. EX: The shutters clattered against the house.
wheeze- breathe with a whistling sound EX: The doctor feared I had pneumonia because I was wheezing.
squawk- harsh noise, especially one made by animals EX: The chickens squawking let me know they were hungry.
A squawk box is a slang term for a loudspeaker. 
splat- the sound of something flattening on impact. EX: When the water balloon hit the floor it went splat.
sniff- a short inhalation through the nose. EX: I have allergies today and I have been sniffing and sneezing.
We do sniff tests on clothes we have worn before to determine whether they belong in the dirty clothes pile or if they 
can be worn again.
shush: means silence EX: The woman shushed us when we were talking during the movie.
fizz- the sound a drink makes when it has lots of bubbles. Sparking water fizzes when you pour it in a glass.  EX: He 
poured the cold Coke into the glass and watched it fizz.
babble-utter meaningless sounds, like a baby. EX: The old man was just babbling. We couldn’t make any sense of 
what he said.



tap- strike lightly EX: He tapped me on the shoulder. 
These are other definitions for tap:
tap- put a listening device on a telephone EX: The FBI tapped his phone.
tap- a water faucet EX: Get water out of the tap. I’d prefer tap water.
tap a keg- open a keg of beer EX: The boys tapped the keg and drew beers for everyone.
tap dance- a kind of dance done with metal attachments on your shoes. EX: The tap dancers performed on stage.
spinal tap- draw spinal fluid EX: The doctor did a spinal tap to determine if he had meningitis.

Discussion Questions
1.Have you ever had a spinal tap? Why?
2.Has anyone in your group learned to tap dance?
3.In the US, police must have a court order to tap your phone. Is that true in your country?
4.Do you think the police should be able to tap your phone?
5.How do you shush your children when they are being too noisy?
6.Do you like fizzy drinks? Which is your favorite?
7.Did you ever make water balloons when you were a kid?
8.Do you ever perform the sniff test to decide whether to wear something?

TOEFL Listening Quiz

1. What does the woman mean?
a)She needs one more semester.
b)She needs a hundred dollars.
c)The increase will be difficult for her.
d)The paper is not dependable.

2.How does the man feel about the test?
a)He feels that the test was fair.
b)He agrees with the woman about the test.
c)He does not want the woman to tease him about the test.
d)He is not worried about the test.

3.What does the woman mean?
a)The man does not pay attention.
b)The man is very honest.
c)The man has gone away.
d)The man needs to repeat.


